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ABSTRACT

Getting synthetic faces to display natural facial expressions
is essential to enhance the interaction between human users
and virtual characters. Yet traditional facial control techniques provide precise but complex sets of control parameters, which are not adapted for non-expert users. In this
article, we present a system that generates a simple, 2Dimensional interface that offers an efficient control over the
facial expressions of any synthetic character. The interface
generation process relies on the analysis of the deformation
of a real human face. The principal geometrical and textural variation patterns of the real face are detected and automatically reorganized onto a low-dimensional space. This
control space can then be easily adapted to pilot the deformations of synthetic faces. The resulting virtual character
control interface makes it easy to produce varied emotional
facial expressions, both extreme and subtle. In addition, the
continuous nature of the interface allows the production of
coherent temporal sequences of facial animation.
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H.5.1 Information interfaces and presentation: Multimedia
Information Systems
1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the use of virtual characters in computerrelated applications has been tremendously increasing. Not
only have they strengthened their position in the movie and
video entertainment industry, they have also recently conquered new platforms and new markets. A growing number
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of websites now host virtual character technologies to deliver their contents in a more natural and friendly way. The
fields of multimodal human-machine interaction and humanhuman communication also show a developing interest in
avatars for applications such as internet chats, virtual collaborative worlds, virtual classroom teaching, and conversational social agents. One common characteristic among
these applications is that the displayed character, especially
its face, generally becomes the center of the user’s attention. Indeed the experience we all have at interacting with
real human beings makes us experts in the fine observation
of details commonly known as non-verbal communication.
Facial expressions are often compared to the reflection of
a person’s inner emotional state and personality. They are
also believed to play an important role in social interactions,
as they give clues to a speaker’s state of mind and therefore help the communication partner to sense the tone of a
speech, or the meaning of a particular behavior [18, 16]. For
these reasons, facial expressions can be identified as an essential non-verbal comunication channel. We thus believe
that improving the quality and the naturalness of avatar’s facial postures and animations is a more important task than
approaching the realism of human appearance when seeking
to produce familiar synthetic beings.
In this article we focus more precisely on emotional facial
expressions. Several facial animation methods developed in
the past allow the creation and manipulation of facial expressions on synthetic faces. Traditional facial animation
systems aim at providing a parameterization of the facial deformations. Among them we find direct parameterization
schemes [17], pseudo-muscles [24,14,12] and physics-based
muscle systems [25]. These systems are based on different
philosophies, but ultimately they all deliver a set of low-level
parameters one has to manipulate to generate the desired expressions with a given degree of realism. Unfortunately, the
obtained parameter sets are generally large, complex and can
even hold conflicting deformation patterns causing unnatural facial expressions. Manipulating the parameters correctly
requires hours of practice and only professional animators
manage to use them efficiently. Even then, the construction
of an animation sequence is a long and tedious process.

More recent approaches known as performance-driven facial animation tend to use motion data acquired on human
subjects, and transfer it to synthetic characters. The acquisition process requires an heavy and expensive equipment but
the produced animations benefit from the realism of natural
human motion and involves less animation expertise. Nevertheless, the obtained animation sequences are traditionally
delivered as immutable data and cannot easily be generalized to generate novel facial movements.
Both mainstream methods can provide high-quality results
when handled by professionals and used in offline scenarios even though they usually imply long production times
and important costs. Due to their complexity and inconsistency however, they are far from being adapted to non-expert
users. Besides they do not provide a solution capable of generating on-the-fly facial gestures for interactive animation.
In that latter case, prerecorded, scripted facial animation are
usually used.
The main contribution of this article is to present a method
that automatically generates an intuitive user interface to
control the facial expressions of a synthetic character. Realistic expressive images and animation sequences of this
character can then easily be generated. The originality of
the approach is that the construction of the control interface
relies on a video database of facial expressions performed
by an actor. The captured expressions from the database are
analyzed using an appearance model, and help form a control interface which is shaped by the nature of the analyzed
expressions. Adapting the interface itself to the captured expressions reduces the distortions between the control parameters and the actual expressions they have to control.
Another important contribution of this work is that we
choose to describe the facial expressions not only through
geometrical informations (location of the main facial features like the eyes, the mouth, etc.) as most methods do,
but also using the textural information of the face which
can capture effects caused by the deformation of the skin,
like wrinkles. This feature is used for both the analysis of
the database and the virtual expression synthesis. It allows
to simulate fine expressive details on the avatar’s face and
improves its realism while keeping the overall deformation
model tractable for an intuitive control.
In the remaining part of the article, we present these two contributions in details. In the next section, the relevant previous
studies on the subject are examined. In section 3, the method
we propose to easily generate natural facial expressions will
be exposed. The results obtained and the performances of
the system are presented in section 4, and a few concluding
remarks can be found in section 5.
2. RELATED WORKS

The goal of our study is to produce an intuitive and practical tool to explore the facial expression space of an avatar.
Real facial expressions are phenomena caused by the contraction of numerous muscles whose interaction produces a
complex facial deformation. It is thus an interesting challenge to design simple and intuitive control parameters that
can encapsulate this complexity. Most of the existing emotional expressions control engines are limited to the gener-

ation of a few basic expressions, corresponding to straightforward emotional categories (Ekman’s basic expressions:
joy, surprise, fear, anger, disgust and sadness [9]). Mixing
and Fading these stereotyped expressions allow to generate simple animation sequences. Real human faces however
seldom display such exaggerated facial deformations, and
show more complex expressions combining different motion
patterns from the basic expressions, at different intensities.
Such natural expressions cannot easily be classified into the
well-defined classes of categorical emotion models.
When linking facial expressions with emotional states, a
family of models called dimensional emotion models [6, 19]
present structures that are more inclined to act as valid facial control spaces. Such models exhibit dense, continous
emotion spaces which are more adapted to characterize the
continuous nature of facial expressions. Previous studies
have attempted to establish a direct link between such emotional models and facial animation parameters. Ruttkay et
al. constructed a bilinear interpolation between expressive
faces distributed on a circle inspired by Schlosberg’s emotion disc [21, 20]. Tsapatsoulis et al. proposed to use a
mixture of two emotion models, Plutchik’s emotion wheel
[19] and Whissel’s activation-evaluation space [26], as an
intuitive parameterization of an avatar’s facial expression
space [23]. The actual facial deformation where driven by
the MPEG-4 Facial Animation Parameters (FAP) [10], so
a mapping between the FAP and the emotional component
had to be built. Their mapping consisted of a special interpolation scheme relying on a few known samples depicting the fundamental emotions. Albrecht and her colleagues
later extended this approach using Cowie et al. disk-shaped
activation-evaluation space as a manipulation interface [2].
In their case, the deformation are performed by a physicsbased muscle system. These straightforward approaches obtain interesting results, yet the simplicity of the mappings
and the reduced number of examples cannot fully encompass the complexity of the facial deformation patterns. More
importantly, it’s not guaranteed that the topology of the emotion model matches the one of the facial parameters space
(whether MPEG-4 FAP or muscle system). In particular,
close instance in the emotional space may correspond to very
different parameter values in the facial parameters space.
This is illustrated in the emotional space used in [7] in which
the representatives of ”Anger” and ”Fear” as well as ”Sadness” and ”Disgust” share almost the same emotional coordinates, whereas they correspond to very different facial
configuration parameters. The design of a simple mapping
between emotional coordinates and unstable parameters like
muscle contractions may lead to important distortions.
Another group of studies have tried to relate emotional
spaces with more adapted parameterization systems. Du and
Lin [8] and Zhou and Lin [28] developed an emotion-driven
control of a human facial image. They control the deformations of the observed face through parameters stemming
from a special model they call a Flexible Model. Flexible
models are actually very close to models used in Cootes’
Active Appearance Models (AAM) [5], and allow to control
the major variation modes of the facial shape and the facial

Figure 1. Overview of the complete system.

texture. Du and Lin fit a mapping between these parameters
and a set of emotional scores derived from Ekman’s categorical emotion model. Their model of the human face is
supposed to be relative, which means that the modelled deformations can be transferred on another facial image. However, as pointed out in the article, facial motions are very
specific to a person’s morphology and personality, so transferring variations patterns from one face to another leads to
unadapted facial deformations if the faces are not similar.
More recently, Lee and ElGammal [13] and Zhang et al. [27]
proposed learning facial motions and their connections to
emotional states on human image databases and transfer this
knowledge to synthetic faces using MPEG-4 FAP. In [13]
a non-linear embedding of an actor’s shape information is
performed, leading to a very compact low-dimensional representation of human expressions. FAP data can be resynthesized from this low-dimensional representation in order
to animate the virtual character. Unfortunately, the space
resulting from the non-linear embedding is subject to important distortions away from the training samples and does not
isolate coherent variation patterns. It is therefore not adapted
for a complete and intuitive control of facial expressions.
In [27] the connections between emotional states [15] and facial expressions on a human facial image database are identified. A database of an avatar’s FAP parameters, derived from
the original database, is constructed and associated to the
emotional parameters of the human database. In these methods, using FAP parameters on the synthetic face directly is
less subject to morphological adaptation issues. However
MPEG-4 FAP have a limited expressive power: textural details like skin stretching and wrinkles are not supported by
the standard and almost never implemented in MPEG-4 decoders, despite the fact that they convey an important part of
the impression produced by facial expressions.

In all the studies referenced above, the provided control interfaces rely heavily on theoretical models of human emotions. They provide a parameterization of the face based on
understandable, intuitive emotional concepts. Yet the emotional spaces were constructed from psychological and social aspects only, with no concern for their mechanical impact on the face. It’s not obvious that the emotional considerations are consistent with the physical characteristics of facial expressions. Instead of constraining the facial deformation system to adapt to the control interface, we propose to
generate a control interface derived from the analysis of the
physical deformation of a human face displaying emotional
facial expressions. As we will see in the following sections,
the avatar’s facial controls will nevertheless remain simple
and related to emotional concepts. Its direct connection to
the actual facial deformation patterns will help avoiding distortions. Our scheme also introduces the use of appearance
models for the synthesis of expressive virtual faces. Like
in [8], we observe the shape and texture variations of a human subject to model its facial behavior, but we also extend
the use of appearance models to synthetic faces. This allows
not only to control the geometric movements of the facial
elements of the avatar, but also to reproduce textural details
which significantly improve the character’s expressiveness.
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 Overall Description

In this section, we present a system that automatically construct a simple, intuitive control interface to manipulate the
facial expressions of a virtual character. An illustration of
the system is shown on figure 1. The innovative aspect of this
system is that it does not rely on a predefined emotional parameter space, but instead a custom control space is shaped
after the analysis of a real person’s facial deformation patterns.

Figure 2. The AAM Modeling stage.

The starting point is the acquisition of sequences of images
of an actor performing facial expressions (figure 1a), with
the purpose that this database contains an important quantity
of natural expressions, both extreme and subtle, categorical
and mixed. A crucial aspect of the analysis is that the captured expressions do not carry any emotional label. More
generally, all database analysis and interface generating processes are completely unsupervised.
The facial images, associated with additional geometrical
data, will allow us to model the deformation of the face
according to a scheme used in Active Appearance Models
(AAM) [5] (figure 1b). This procedure delivers a reduced
set of parameters which represent the principal variation patterns observed on the face (see section 3.2 for more details
on the modeling stage). Every facial expression can be projected onto this Na -Dimensional parameter space (figure 1c)
which will from now on be referred as the appearance space.
Note that this process is invertible : it is always possible
to project a Na -Dimensional point of the appearance space
back to a facial configuration, and thus synthesize the corresponding facial expression.
A reduced parameter space similar to the one described
above can be constructed for the synthetic face provided that
a database of facial expressions for the virtual character is
available (A-database on figure 1f). In section 3.2.2 we show
how to specify a reduced set of facial postures from the human database so that a coherent appearance space is constructed for the avatar (figure 1h).
The last operation performed by the system is to automatically generate a disk-shaped 2-Dimensional control space
(figure 1e) acting as a facial control interface. Although
it is supposed to pilot the facial expressions of the avatar,
the 2D control space is built based on the distribution of the
database samples in the human appearance space, which is
richer. A control mapping (CM1) is finally constructed to
bind this control space and the avatar’s appearance space.
Ultimately, by selecting points in the 2D control space, we
address vectors in the Na -Dimensional appearance space
through the control mapping CM1, and thus generate instances of facial expression for the synthetic face. In the
next sections, we will detail each component of the system.

3.2 Appearance Modeling
3.2.1 Active Appearance Models

Active Appearance Models have been introduced as a computer vision scheme by Cootes in 1998 [5]. They include a
modeling step that allows to parameterize the observable appearance modifications of a deformable object. The purpose
is to facilitate the tracking of a similar object in an image by
the use of the obtained parameterization. In this article, we
focus on the modeling phase (see figure 2).
The modeling procedure starts with a database of ni images
of the considered object, displaying the appearance modifications the object can be subject to. Several remarkable
points are annotated on the object for each image of the
database. Together they form the object’s shape. The pixel
intensities contained in the area spanned by the shape is
called the texture. In the database, the object is presented
with varying shapes and textures (a mouth, for example can
be open or closed). The role of the model is to identify
the principal variation eigenmodes of the shape and the texture of the object when deformations occur. These variation
modes then serve as an efficient parameter set to describe the
object’s appearance changes on the images of the database.
To detect the variation modes, the modeling uses Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), for both the shape and the texture. The shape of the ith element of the database is a collection of Ns -Dimensional points (Ns = 2 or 3), and its
texture is generally a collection of pixel values, but both can
be treated as vectors si and ti and feed the PCA routine:
si = s̄ + Φs ∗ bsi
ti = t̄ + Φt ∗ bti

(1)

Where s̄ and t̄ are the database mean shape and texture, Φs
et Φt the matrices formed by the PCA eigenvectors, and bsi
and bti are the decomposition of si and ti on the identified
eigenmodes. A third PCA is usually performed on the mixed
vector bi = [bsi |bti ]:
b i = Φ ∗ ci

(2)

Where Φ is the matrix formed by the eigenvectors. Its role
is to identify the correlations between shape variation bsi

and texture variation bti and take advantage of them to reduce the size of the final parameter vector ci . The vector
ci represents the final parameterization of the ith element of
the database. It contains the contribution of the identified
eigenmodes of both shape and texture for this element. The
variation modes Φs , Φt and Φ are then used to depict any
appearance change of the modelled object within the scope
of the database.
3.2.2 Real and Synthetic Face Modeling

The modeling method we use in this work is closely related
to the one presented in section 3.2.1, using the face as the
studied deformable object. Here, however we use the AAM
routine not only as an analysis tool, but also for the synthesis part. Indeed, the operations presented on figure 2 can be
inverted, and a 2D or 3D facial configuration can be synthesized for any vector c. The c-parameter space is very interesting for facial parameterization because it only models
the perceptible variations of the face, and not the underlying
mechanisms causing these deformations. Therefore, contrary to muscle-based approaches, the reduced space forms
a consistent and continuous space, with no ”hole” (areas of
the parameter space that correspond to unnatural facial configurations). For this reason, appearance spaces have already
been used for the synthesis of human faces with success [1].
In this article we propose to use the same type of model for
synthetic characters as well, which, to our knowledge, has
never been done before.
For real faces, the database required for AAM modeling is
fairly easy to obtain with a video camera and a shape tracking algorithm. The elements of an equivalent A-database
(figure 1f) for the synthetic face cannot be obtained that easily. Each sample of the A-database is a hand-designed 3D
facial configuration, so it is preferable to keep the number
of required samples small. Our idea for building the Adatabase, is to use the human database, and extract the expressions that have an important impact on the formation on
the appearance space. Indeed, a lot of samples from the human database bring redundant information to the modeling
process, and are therefore not essential in the A-database.
In particular we notice that the modeling scheme presented
in section 3.2.1. is linear. Consequently, if a sample of
the human database is linearly dependent on other samples,
then the corresponding facial configuration can be recovered
by linear combination of these samples. The linearly dependent sample is then expendable. Following this logic,
we are able to reduce the set of necessary expression to a
reasonnable size. Practically, we detect the samples intersecting the convex hull of the volume formed by the human
database samples in its appearance space using [3]. These
samples are responsible for shaping the meaningful variance
of the database and thus encompass the major part of its richness. By reproducing these selected expressions on the face
of the virtual character, we can build its very own appearance
model according to the method presented in 3.2.1. Our studies have shown that 25-30 expressions are enough to train an
efficient appearance model.

Figure 3. Two different views of the the database samples distribution
in the appearance space (≈5000 samples). Only the first three dimensions (d1 , d2 , d3 ) of the appearance space are drawn. The sample coloring is based on an emotional label subjectively assigned to each facial
expression (Blue=Sadness, Cyan=Joy, Green=Surprise, Yellow=Fear,
Red=Anger, Magenta=Disgust).

3.3 Control Interface Generation

Section 3.2 explained how we propose to parameterize human and synthetic expressive faces using appearance models. A modeling stage helped to form a reduced appearance
space of dimensionality Na . Yet manipulating this space is
somewhat unpractical since it is usually high-dimensional
(Na ≈30). In this section, we present a method that warps
the most interesting part of the appearance space on a 2Dimensional disk, adapted for simple and intuitive navigation.
3.3.1 Analysis of the Appearance Space

The idea of simplifying the navigation in the appearance
space emerged when observing how the samples from the
human database were distributed throughout this space. Obviously, the samples cannot be visualized as Na -Dimensional
points, but we can visualize them as 3-Dimensional points
by drawing their 3 most important principal components.
As we can see on figure 3, the point cloud of the database
samples in the appearance space has an interesting structure: the neutral facial expressions are located at the center of the cloud while highly expressive faces are located
on the edges of the cloud. Intermediate expressions are located in the continuous space between neutral and extreme
expressions. This special structure is not specific to the appearance model used here, and has been identified in other
studies [11, 22]. To highlight the peculiarity of the structure
on the figure, the database samples have been manually colored according to their resemblance to one of Ekman’s basic
expressions (groups E1 to E6 on figure 3). It is important to
notice, however, that this subjective labelling was not used
in the modeling process, but only for the convenience of the
display.
We observe that the point cloud possesses a few dominant
directions which are identified as the segments separating
the neutral expression and the extreme ones. Most of the
natural expressions are distributed either along these directions to form a given expression at different intensity levels,
or between these directions to form transitional expressions
between the dominant ones. It is tempting to consider the
topology in the appearance space spanned by the dominant
directions and try to reorganize it in a more straightforward
form in order to allow intuitive manipulation of the data. We

have chosen to organize the space spanned by the dominant
directions of the appearance space on a comparable topology in a lower-dimensional space: a 2-Dimensional disk.
The relation between these two spaces is established by 3
sequential operations:
• Dominant directions detection (section 3.3.2). The first
step towards warping a part of the appearance space
on a simpler 2D space is to detect the dominant highdimensional directions forming the region of interest in
the appearance space. This process is illustrated on figure 4.
• Expression space embedding (section 3.3.3). The purpose
of this process is to find a distribution of the identified
dominant directions on a 2-Dimensional space (the control disk) that satisfies an appropriate optimization criterion (see figure 5). This kind of operation is usually called
embedding.
• Control mapping construction (section 3.3.4). The latter
embedding determines only a one-to-one discrete link between the dominant directions and their embedded versions. The last operation uses this correspondance as a
basis to construct a dense, analytical mapping between the
control space and the appearance space.
Once the control mapping is constructed, every point of the
2D control space has a corresponding mapped point in the
high-dimensional appearance space, and can then trigger the
synthesis of a facial expression on the virtual character.
3.3.2 Dominant directions detection

We have defined the dominant directions as the segment between the neutral expression and the extreme expressions in
the human database. The database sample representing the
neutral expression can be easily designated manually. On
the other hand, the extreme expressions have to be objectively chosen so that the majority of the significant part of
the appearance space is encompassed in the control space.
In that sense, the most appropriate candidates are the sample
located on the convex hull of the sample cloud, which were
already identified in section 3.2.2. Unfortunately, the hull
detection algorithm can become rather costly at high dimensionalties. However, since the dimensions of the appearance
space are determined by a PCA routine (see section 3.2.1),
they are ordered by their percentage of participation to the
global database variance. In other words, the first dimension of the appearance space has the most important variance, and the variance decreases when we move from the
first to the last dimension. We can use this property to perform the hull detection on only a subset of dimensions, and
therefore avoid high computation times. In practice, using
the first 8 dimensions (75% of the total database variance) is
enough for a stable hull detection.
The result of the hull detection process usually contains an
important redundancy: the convex hull often intersects the
sample cloud at several neighboring points. These neighboring points, however, represent one single dominant direction
of the database distribution. They have to be merged into a

Figure 4. Characteristics of the appearance space.
Top: the central part of the appearance space is occupied by neutral
expressions. The other expressions of varying intensities are concentrated on dominant directions in space. Extreme expressions are located on the edge of the point cloud. Bottom left: Extreme expressions
are detected as the convex hull points (black dots). Bottom right: The
dominant directions (black lines) are identified as the segment between
the neutral expression and a few selected extreme points.

single representative hull sample. This can be achieved by
running a mean-shift algorithm on the set of detected hull
points, so that groups of neighboring samples are merged
into one mean-shift mode while isolated hull samples remain
unchanged.
3.3.3 Expression Space Embedding

Figures 4 and 5 present a symbolic 3-Dimensional view of
the detected dominant directions, but in reality these directions are of higher dimension. Our purpose now is to warp
these directions onto a 2-Dimensional disk. For this operation, we regard the dominant directions as the segments of
unit length of a Na -Dimensional hypersphere centered on
the neutral expression sample. The only information we consider is the angle between the dominant directions in the appearance space. The goal of the embedding is to distribute a
set of directions on a disk (2-Dimensional hypersphere), so
that each dominant direction di in the appearance space correspond to one 2D direction ei on the disk, and the distortion
between the two directions distributions is minimized. Simply put, when nd dominant directions di , i ∈ {1, ..., nd },
have been identified in the appearance space, we want to
find a set of nd 2-Dimensional directions ei , i ∈ {1, ..., nd },
distributed on the disk that represent the Na -Dimensional direction as ”well” as possible. The distortion measure we use
is based on the angular distance between the dominant directions. A traditional 2D embedding scheme would require
that the angular distribution between the 2D embedded di-

Figure 5. Appearance space Embedding on a 2D disk.
Left top and bottom: two views of the detected dominant directions in the appearance space (Only the first three dimensions (d1 , d2 , d3 ) are drawn).
Directions coloring is based on the database emotional labelling. Middle top and bottom: two views of the path (gray surface) determined by the
traveling salesman optimization routine. Right: embedding of the dominant directions on a 2D disk.

rection is similar to the original angular distribution in the
appearance space:
Θi,j = α.θi,j , f or all (i, j) ∈ {1, ..., nd }
with Θi,j = arccos (di .dj )
and θi,j = arccos (ei .ej )

2

a path can be written as:
Pnd
cost = k=1
Θik ,ik+1
where ind +1 = i1

(5)

(3)

Expressed in these terms, we recognize the well-known traveling salesman optimization problem (TSP).

However, at this point it is essential to note that the 2D case
that we consider is degenerate. The set of directions we want
to scatter on the 2D control space is actually 1-Dimensional
(there is a bijection between the radii of a disk and the
points on the corresponding circle, which is a 1-Dimensional
space). The direct consequence of this is that the embedded
directions of a 1D embedding are ordered. A given direction
ei only has two direct neighbors, and no direct adjacency
with the other directions. The relations between one direction and the other ones that are not its direct neighbors are
irrelevant and should therefore not be considered. The embedding objective becomes:

The TSP is a NP-complete problem whose purpose is to
determine the shortest path running through a set of cities,
when the distance between them is known. By replacing the
cities by the Na -Dimensional directions and the inter-city
distance by the inter-direction angle, we can solve our specific optimization task by using any generic solving method
for the traveling salesman problem. Because of the NP nature of the TSP, the optimization task becomes excessively
costly when the number of detected directions grows. In this
study, we used such a stochastic method based on simulated
annealing. Our experiments showed that, with a reasonnable
number of directions, the TSP optimization always reaches
a stable possibly-optimal solution in a reasonable time (less
than 2 minutes for 30 directions). Once solved, the TSP optimization delivers the sequence of directions we have to run
through to minimize the overall distortion. The directions
are then embedded on the circle following the order of the
delivered sequence. Finally, the angles between the embedded directions are computed to be proportional to the angular
distribution of the Na -Dimensional path in the appearance
space, as in equation (4). The result of the embedding on the
2D circle can be seen on figure 5.

Θi,j = α.θi,j , f or all (i, j) ∈ Ω
Ω = {(i, j) | ei and ej are neighbors}

(4)

We see that the nature of the present embedding problem differs from the traditional formulation: the challenge here is
not to compute the values of the θij , but to determine which
directions will actually be neighbors once embedded. Thus
instead of turning to traditional embedding methods (MDS,
Isomap, LLE), we have to pose the optimization problem in
a different way: when running along the 1-Dimensional circle in the control space, we are supposed to pass by each of
the embedded directions in a given order, forming a path
through the directions {ei1 , ei2 , ..., eik }. The idea is to
find such a path {di1 , di2 , ..., dik } in the high-dimensional
hypersphere that travels through each dominant directions
exactly once, and meanwhile minimizes the angular distance accumulated during the travel (which we identify as
the overall distortion of the path). The distortion, or cost, of

3.3.4 Control Mapping Construction

The control mapping (symbolized by CM1 on figure 1) has
to be established between the 2D disk and the appearance
space based on the discrete correspondance established between the directions in both spaces (see section 3.3.3). Many
fitting scheme can be considered for this purpose, like traditional regression methods (linear, polynomial, etc.). Another

Figure 6. Several examples of facial expression control from the 2D control space. Selecting a point in the control space (located the middle on
each example) triggers the synthesis of the corresponding facial expression on both the human and the virtual character (trough control mappings
CM1 and CM2). The nature of the expressions on both entities corresponds perfectly, meaning that the knowledge of the behavior of the human face
has been successfully transferred to the synthetic one. Expressions from the database as well as unseen, mixed facial expressions can be successfully
generated. On examples middle-top and middle-bottom in particular, we observe the presence of wrinkles around the eyes.

interesting option is the Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) approximation, which can be viewed as 2-Dimensional extension of
traditional splines [4]. The attractive characteristic of TPS is
to present a tradeoff between the accuracy of interpolation of
the known mapping samples and the smoothness of the mapping. Since the control space is supposed to be continuously
navigated, the smoothness criterion is an important one in
our case. In addition, due to the local coherence of the appearance space, a 100% exact interpolation of the samples
is not necessarily relevant. A piecewise linear approximation would perfectly interpolate the known samples, but it
would produce visible variation discontinuities on the target
face when navigating in the space. With a TPS mapping, we
allow a limited and practically invisible interpolation error
in order to accentuate the smoothness of the mapping, and
improve the comfort of navigation in the control space.
The construction of a mapping between the control space
and the appearance space initially concerns the human appearance space. However, it has been shown in section 3.2.2
how an equivalent appearance space could be constructed for
a synthetic face. If the facial expressions that correspond to
the dominant directions of the human database are integrated
in the A-database, the embedded directions of the control
space have corresponding directions in the avatar’s appearance space as well. The detection of the dominant directions
(section 3.3.2) as well as the embedding of the dominant directions in the 2D space (section 3.3.3) has to be performed
on the much richer human database; yet once the embedded
directions are known, they can be mapped on the directions
of the avatar’s appearance space.
This connection can be thought as a transfert of a knowledge aquired on the human database to the A-database. The
knowledge of the nature and organization of the dominant

expressions is transfered from the studied human face to the
synthetic face.
The main control mapping is the one mentioned above,
which links the control space and the avatar’s appearance
space (CM1). However another control mapping (CM2)
linking the control space and the human appearance space
can be constructed on the same principle. Therefore, by selecting a point in the control space, we address points in both
the human and synthetic appearance spaces, and simultaneously trigger the synthesis of a facial expression on both entities, as shown on figure 6.
4. RESULTS

On figure 6, we illustrate the synthesis of new facial expressions on both the real and the syntetic face by selecting points in the 2D control space. Obviously stereotypical
expressions present in the database are well recovered, but
it is important to note that unseen, mixed facial expressions
that were not included in the database can be synthesized
as well. This generalization capacity is linked to the AAM
modeling’s ability to learn from only a few examples and
successfully extrapolate the appearance changes for unseen
configurations. Unlike approaches which control underlying mechanisms like muscle contractions [2] for which mixing parameter values can lead to unnatural facial configurations, the appearance space we use is very well adapated
to the continuous parameterization of natural facial expressions. The overall coherence of the intermediate appearance
space makes our facial control system relevant not only for
the synthesis of still facial configurations, but also for the
generation of dense facial animation sequences where the
frames correspond to a trajectory in the 2-Dimensional control space. This use of the system is presented on figure 7.

Figure 7. Synthesis of facial animation. The continuous nature of the
control system allows the synthesis of coherent expression sequences.
Along pathes in the control space, the face is animated with no perceptible discontinuity, and no unnatural facial expressions. This characteristics offers an important advantage over traditional facial control
systems.

Note that additional video results are presented on our research website1 .
On the resulting images of the synthetic face (figures 6 and 7),
we notice the presence of skin-related deformations (wrinkles around the eyes and on the cheeks). The use of a mixed
shape/texture deformation model allows for such fine textural details to be synthesized automatically with respect to
each facial configuration. The innovative use of appearance
models as a synthesis tool undoubtedly improves the realism
and naturalness of the virtual character.
We mentioned in the introduction that, contrary to previous approaches, the low-dimensional control space we
use does not rely on a theoretical emotional space like
Cowie’s activation-evaluation space or Plutchik’s emotion
wheel [6, 19]. It is interesting to observe that if we segment the control space according to the type of emotional
expression that each area produces (based on Ekman’s six
fundamental expressions) we obtain a new formulation of
a morphology-based emotional space (figure 8). The difference with previous emotional spaces is that this one is
derived from actual facial deformation data, and not from
theoretical considerations. Its disk-based structure, with the
emotion type as the rotational parameter and the emotion intensity as the radial one reminds us particularly of Plutchik’s
emotion wheel.
5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a system that automatically designs an
intuitive interface to control the facial expressions of both
human and synthetic faces. The interface offers a simple
but accurate control of facial configurations. The special
model we used (control of geometrical and textural varia1

http://www.rennes.supelec.fr/ren/perso/nstoiber/recherche.en.php

Figure 8. Emotional interpretation of the control space. Classifying
the synthesized expressions into Ekman’s emotional categories helps
noticing that the structure of the control space resembles Plutchik’s
emotion wheel. The type of emotional expression is parameterized by
the angular position while the radial distance represent the intensity of
the expression.

tions) accounts for an improved visual quality with the synthesis of subtle skin deformations like wrinkles. Moreover,
the control interface provides a continuous control of the facial movement and thus allows the generation of coherent sequence of natural facial animation. The latter property is particularly interesting for interactive applications like videogames or real-time dialog systems featuring a virtual character: the expressional state of the virtual face (point in the 2D
control space) can be controlled in real-time by an emotional
engine, and this state can continuously evolve with respect
to events occuring during the interaction. We can also note
that the method described in this article can be applied to any
virtual face, provided it is possible to contruct a database of
facial expressions for this character (see section 3.).
One drawback of the approach presented in this article is
that a 2D control space obsviously cannot address all possible facial configurations of the high-dimensional appearance
space. Only a small part of the appearance space is reached
by the control mapping. Yet the input space of the control
mapping needs to be simple and low-dimensional to allow
an intuitive manipulation by non-expert users. To improve
the variety of expressions that can be synthesized, we are
currently working on a 3-Dimensional control space which
would play the same role as the 2D control space with an
additional dimension. With a well-thought 3-Dimensional
interface, the manipulation of facial expressions in the control space could remain intuitive, while a lot more diverse
facial expressions could be synthesized.
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